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Designed specically around the concept of creating a private and secure customer experience, the Yakima build-
ing embodies Baker Boyer Bank’s simple and elegant brand. Each of the uniquely dierent consultation rooms are 
strategically situated within the building to both take advantage of the beautiful Yakima Valley views and to provide 
a secure but homey atmosphere to engage customers in private nancial discussions. From the moment guests 
enter the building, they can see the brand and history infused throughout the space. 

The lThe lower level community room and breakout space allow Baker Boyer Bank to host larger bank and community 
events, even after hours. The fun and exible breakout space showcases a detailed history wall graphic that walks 
any reader through Baker Boyer Bank’s story, from the years of the Gold Rush to the completion of this very build-
ing. With a variety of furniture options, the community room can be recongured for dierent types of events, 
from training to lectures.



FULL VERSION

Designed specically around the concept of creating a private and secure customer experience, the Yakima 
building embodies Baker Boyer Bank’s simple and elegant brand. Each of the uniquely dierent consultation 
rooms are strategically situated within the building to both take advantage of the beautiful Yakima Valley views 
and to provide a secure but homey atmosphere in which Baker Boyer Bank can engage their customers in 
priprivate nancial discussions. Various sizes of consultation rooms come equipped with mechanical shades on 
both the exterior windows and the interior glazing to increase privacy, and showcase artwork from two local 
photographers. The o ces on the upper level are also designed to have equal access to both the consult 
rooms in the front corridor and the associate workstations behind them. State-of-the-art sit-to-stand desks 
and adjustable monitor arms provide employees with healthier, exible working options. Custom tness and 
yoga rooms provide employees with more healthy on-site benets.

The public spaThe public spaces of the building are infused with Baker Boyer’s unique branding and history. From the moment 
guests enter the vestibule of the building, they are greeted with a branded welcome message that represents 
Baker Boyer Bank’s three main regional presences. There’s a new iteration of their signature owl wall in the main 
lobby. Leading down to the lower level, the large-scale historical building imagery in the stairwell clues any 
visitors into the longevity of the brand and their vision for the future.

The lower level community room and breakout space allow Baker Boyer Bank to host larger bank and 
ccommunity events and increase their presence in Yakima, even after branch hours. These spaces are designed 
to be secured o from the working spaces for special events without compromising the private o ces and 
consult rooms. The fun and exible breakout space was specically chosen to showcase a detailed history wall 
graphic that walks any reader through Baker Boyer Bank’s story, from the years of the Gold Rush to the comple-
tion of this very building. With a variety of furniture options, the community room can be recongured as
necessary to meet the needs of many dierent types of events, from training to lectures.
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